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What is non-tolerance?
Non-tolerance or non-adapt is a patient’s inability to adapt to a new progressive lens 
design they have never worn before, as a result of the lens design. Many of the common 
causes for adaption difficulty can easily be prevented at initial dispensing through clear 
and effective communication to establish what the individual wants their spectacles for, 
enabling you to make an appropriate recommendation and an accurate order. 

To help minimise the possibility of intolerance arising, you should:
• Check the final order against the record
• Check the set-up of the frames before collection
• Give clear instruction on the intended use of the spectacles 

New spectacles may need a period of adaptation. The patient should be reassured  
that this is expected and is normal. 

Following the usual adaption period of 10 days to two weeks, should your patient still 
struggle with their new lenses, we advise you to conduct a thorough analysis to establish 
the root cause for wearer dissatisfaction. The best way to approach this is through a 
logical and organised check list of everything that has been done previously. 

  Prescription check
  Horizontal & Vertical Centration check
  Comparison to old lenses
  Base curve
  Index
  Compare old RX (prescription) and  
  new Rx and check PDs (pupil distance)  
  and heights

Start

Define the 
problem

Implement the 
Solution

Review the 
Results

Brainstorm 
solutions

Pick a 
solution

Finish

1.
2.

3.

4.
5.  Corridor length

  Prism thinning
  Frame shape & size
  Inset
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Horizontal Centration 
Ensuring accurate horizontal centration is imperative for successful progressive lens adaptation. Inaccurate centration can result in the clear visual areas 
being misaligned with the eyes natural visual path, meaning your patient may experience areas of distortion. See image below.
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How do we identify the root cause of a 
non-tolerance issue?
When a progressive wearer presents with a complaint pertaining to vision, the spectacles should be carefully evaluated. The following checklist can be used 
as a guide for your investigation.

• Verify distance & near Rx
• Verify prism (both wanted & unwanted)
• Verify fitting heights for the wearer - placing the frame on and checking
• Verify monocular PDs for the wearer
• Verify frame adjustment & parameters (pantoscopic tilt, wrap & Back Vertex Distance (BVD)
• Compare new progressives to old progressives (Rx, design, Position of Wear (POW), base curve, prism). 

You should also consider the following:
• Has the wearer been properly advised in the use of progressives?
• Does the wearer have realistic expectations regarding the performance and limitations of progressives?
• Has there been a significant increase in distance or near Rx?
• Has there been a significant change in design from previous progressives?
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Other Progressive Lenses vs ZEISS Progressive Lenses
The below comparison table outlines the key differences between ZEISS progressive lenses and other progressive lenses to help inform the action you 
should take when assisting a patient to convert from another branded progressive lens to ZEISS progressive lenses. 

Difference Other Progressives Lenses ZEISS

Rx Change starting point 1mm below fitting cross On fitting cross

Prism Thinning Calculation 2/3 power of add base down Individualised base on each separate order

Corridor length description
Distance from fitting cross to centre  
of near visual point

Distance from fitting cross to top  
of reading area
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Potential issues and how you can resolve them
The below comparison table outlines the key differences between ZEISS progressive lenses and other progressive lenses to help inform the action you 
should take when assisting a patient to convert from another branded progressive lens to ZEISS progressive lenses. 

Feature Potential Complaint Explanation Resolution

Rx Change Starting Point A small number of wearers may 
complain of distance blurring and 
have to drop their head slightly to 
see clearly in new ZEISS lenses.

Distance Rx begins to change at 
fitting cross to enable quick and 
easy access to intermediate and near 
area, to aid modern dynamic visual 
habits. This moves everything up in 
the lens including distortion.

Drop fitting heights 1mm to mimic 
previous lens starting point and what 
the patient is used to.

This can be covered under the non 
tolerance warranty if conditions fall 
within these circumstances.

Prism Thinning Calculation Reading poor, clear areas narrow, 
and/or it doesn’t feel right.

Base down prism displaces the 
image upward towards apex of 
prism, i.e. higher up in the lens.

Remake within non-tolerance period, 
credit non tolerance, and change 
prism thinning calculation to 2/3 of 
add.

Corridor Length Description Reading poor, too far down, and/or 
cannot reach.

The definition of corridor varies 
amongst manufacturers.  Some lens 
manufacturers include the reading 
area which can lead to confusion 
when ensuring corridor length 
consistency in new lenses. 

To ensure you select the best 
corridor option for your patient 
please ensure consideration is given 
to the positioning of the reading 
area in old lenses, e.g. short/
medium/long and choose most 
suitable FrameFit value in new lenses 
appropriately.
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Framefit
All ZEISS Progressives provide variable corridor lengths. For ZEISS, corridor is the distance on a lens from the fitting cross to the top of the reading area. 
To specify corridor length, you should choose the framefit value suitable to your patients’ requirements. Framefit values range from 0 to 6, 0 being the 
shortest and 6 being the longest.

If you do not provide framefit values, we will default to fitting heights, to a maximum of framefit 4. If the correct framefit values have not been provided, 
this could contribute to a non-tolerance issue.

Framefit 0
Corridor length 10mm
Short corridor

0
63 42 53

Framefit 4
Corridor length 14mm
Standard corridor

Framefit 6
Corridor length 16mm
Longest corridor
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Framefit

As you can see, in a frame with a shorter FrameFit value there is a larger reading area and shorter intermediate area. Compare this to a larger, wide 
intermediate area with a longer FrameFit value that pushes the reading zone further down the lens.

Fitting heights: 22mm
Framefit: 0
Corridor: 10mm
Reading area: 12mm ABR

Fitting heights: 22mm
Framefit: 6

Corridor: 16mm
Reading area: 6mm ABR
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Framefit
ZEISS Adaptation ControlTM Technology provides an optimised corridor, adapted to the wearer’s learned eye declination. Using the ZEISS Progressive 
Lens App we can achieve guidance on an appropriate FrameFit value dependant on your patients previous learned eye declination. Please refer to the  
ZEISS Progressive Lens App. The app is available to download free of charge on iTunes.

68

New bigger frame without  

Adaptation Control Technology:

• The brain guides the eye to the   

accustomed eye declination, but the 

calculated new near zone location is 

lower

• The wearer must get used to the new 

near zone location.

The progressive lens wearer is used to a 

certain eye movement from the far to 

near zone and vice versa with their 

current progressive lenses.

New bigger frame with  

Adaptation Control Technology:

• The new corridor is optimised for the 

learned eye declination providing a 

more convenient location of the near 

zone

• Fast adaptation in any frame.

The optimum corridor can be automatically calculated with the aid of the 

ZEISS Progressive Lenses app.

 Accustomed near point location      Conventional calculated near point location      Optimised near point location

Adaptation Control™ Technology by ZEISS

Adaptation Control Technology takes into account the wearer’s eye declination (vertical 

eye movement behaviour). It compares the previous frame with the new fitting height 

and addition power, in order to create a convenient eye declination and near zone location.

Adaption Control Technology
Fast adaption to new lenses

68

New bigger frame without  

Adaptation Control Technology:

• The brain guides the eye to the   

accustomed eye declination, but the 

calculated new near zone location is 

lower

• The wearer must get used to the new 

near zone location.

The progressive lens wearer is used to a 

certain eye movement from the far to 

near zone and vice versa with their 

current progressive lenses.

New bigger frame with  

Adaptation Control Technology:

• The new corridor is optimised for the 

learned eye declination providing a 

more convenient location of the near 

zone

• Fast adaptation in any frame.

The optimum corridor can be automatically calculated with the aid of the 

ZEISS Progressive Lenses app.

 Accustomed near point location      Conventional calculated near point location      Optimised near point location

Adaptation Control™ Technology by ZEISS

Adaptation Control Technology takes into account the wearer’s eye declination (vertical 

eye movement behaviour). It compares the previous frame with the new fitting height 

and addition power, in order to create a convenient eye declination and near zone location.

Adaption Control Technology
Fast adaption to new lenses

The progressive lens wearer is used to a certain eye movement from 
the far to near zone and vice versa with their current progressive 
lenses.

New larger frame without Adaptation Control Technology:

• The brain guides the eye to the accustomed eye declination,  
but the calculated new near zone location is lower 

• The wearer must adapt the new near zone location.

New larger frame with Adaptation Control Technology:

• The new corridor is optimised for the learned eye declination 
providing a more convenient location of the near zone

• Fast adaptation in any frame.
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Prism Thinning 
In April 2015, we altered our prism thinning calculation to improve aesthetics. Prior to April 2015, all ZEISS Progressives were surfaced using 2/3 power 
of the reading add base down, except ZEISS Individual 2 lenses which always use an individualised design. As of April 2015, all ZEISS progressives are 
optimised, with individualised prism thinning. This means there are no set rules for prism thinning expectations and the amount will vary for each separate 
pair of lenses as the frame shape, distance prescription and dimensions are all considered when calculating prism thinning. 

The ZEISS prism thinning calculation significantly improves the aesthetic appearance of lenses. 98% of patients successfully transition to differing amounts 
of prism thinning, but for the very few who don’t, use our helpful tips below to help you resolve the issue.

Top tips:

Check what lenses the patient had previously, 
including their previous prism thinning, and 

note on their record card and on your system 
at the time of dispensing

Keep lens packets in previous record 
cards if possible

Attempt to resolve the issue first rather 
than simply swapping the lens 

1. 2. 3.
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Case Study: 
How prism thinning can vary 
The patient comes into practice for an eye test.

Patient Prescription 

RE: +3.25/+1.75x180

LE: +2.75/+2.00x180  add 1.50

Image 1

Patient Frame Choice

Quadra shape: 52 eye depth 
of 29mm

Pupil Centres: 29.5mm/29.5mm

Fitting heights: 18mm

FrameFit: 2
All the information above, when combined with the ZEISS individualised prism thinning calculation, would mean a prism thinning amount of ‘zero’ is 
chosen. This is because the addition of vertical prism in any direction for this frame and lens combination will not result in a thinner lens being produced.

As other manufacturers only use the reading add as a guide for how much prism thinning to apply, a reading add of +1.50 would result in 1.00D prism 
base down.

Why does this difference matter to some people?
For example, if a patient has previously worn another brand, they may be used to 1.0 prsim base down. This means the patient is used to the visual 
image being displaced towards the apex of prism by 1.00D. When the prism is removed, the image is no longer displaced, meaning the image now ap-
pears to be lower down in the lens than before, resulting in the patient having to rotate their eye more to reach the image.
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Case Study: 
How prism thinning can vary 
Two years later at the next prescription check-up 
The patient has a change in prescription.

New Patient  
Prescription 

RE: +3.75/+2.25x177

LE: +3.00/+2.25x178 add 2.00

Image 2

Re-glazing the patients old quadra frame with this new prescription, with all other elements of the dispense the same, will alter the prism thinning 
calculation slightly. The new prism thinning value would be 0.25D@270

The patient should easily adapt to this small change. 

However, adaption may not be as quick if they were to change frame size and shape to a frame like the one shown in Image 2.
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Case Study: 
How prism thinning can vary 

For example:
Cat Eyes Frame Shape: 52 eye depth 38mm
Pupil Distance: 29.5mm/29.5mm
Fitting heights: 28mm
FrameFit: 2

This change in frame impacts the prism thinning calculation altering it from 0.25D@270 in 
quadra to 1.25D@270 in the cat eye shape.

Why does this difference matter to some people?
The introduction of additional base down prism will displace the image towards the apex of the 
prism i.e. up. Some wearers may notice alterations to the positioning of the image, for example 
reading and distortion. As the prism is vertical, patients usually adapt within a few days.

Prescribed Prism
Where prescribed prism is combined with prism thinning, there may be an increase in adaption time due to increased sensitivity resulting from a muscular 
imbalance. 

ZEISS lenses are optimised for thinning to provide patients with the best aesthetic finish. As a result, when vertical prism is combined with prism thinning, 
prism split may change.

For example:

   RE 2.00 base down  LE 2.00 base up

With the prescription above, the addition of 1.00 base down prism thinning in each eye results in the below change to the prescription:
 
   RE 3.00 base down  LE 1.00 base up
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Complaint & Resolution Crib Sheet 
Please be aware that this is not an exhaustive list.

Patient complaint What you should check to find a resolution

Patient has to dip chin to see clearly in distance • Check fitting heights - may be too high
• Rx change starting point different to old lenses - drop heights by 1mm

Patient needs to move head to side to locate clear visual area or needs to 
move reading material to one side

• Centration - check mono PDs to ensure they are accurate
• Check inset - does one eye converge more than the other

Patient has to lift chin or glasses to read clearly • Reading area positioned too low in frame – decrease corridor
• Pantoscopic angle too flat - increase pantoscopic angle to tilt reading 

area close to face
Patient complaining of increase in distortion compared to old pair • Check corridor length - shorter corridor increase distortion- match  

corridor to old lens design
• Check prescription - increase in prescription and reading add increased 

diction- adaption required
• Check prism thinning - change of value to old design may displace  

image differently

Patient complaining peripheral distortion blurs images when moving head • Check face form angle (wrap) of frame - increase if necessary compared 
to old spectacles
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Complaint & Resolution Crib Sheet 
Please be aware that this is not an exhaustive list.

Patient complaint What you should check to find a resolution

Patient complaining reading area size is reduced • Check prescription - increase in prescription and reading add increased 
diction - adaption required

• Check frame depth - shallower new frame will reduce reading size
• Check prism thinning - increase in prism up or reduction in prism down 

could shift image position
• Check pantoscopic angle compared to old spectacle - increase towards 

face if necessary
Eyes feel like they are pulling • Centration: check to ensure lenses made to correct monocular pds

Pulling will always be prism related: Either induced or prescribed

• Induced: resulting from inaccurate measurements
• Prescribed: change in prism, prescribed combined with thinning,   

change in thinning values

• Compare mono’s to old spectacles as both old and new pairs may not 
be the same

• Tolerance extremes…. Ordered at 32 r+l, old pair glazed 31 r+l, new 
pair 33 r+l

• Check prism - OO to confirm prescribed prism and check prism  
thinning

Please note, in some circumstances decisions & measurements made at the time of dispense can result in wearer adaption issues. Alteration to these 
dispensing decisions are not a reflection of non-tolerance to lens design and therefore will not be categorised as a non-tolerance issue. 
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ZEISS Office Lenses
Adaptation issues can be due to dispensing issues, rather than lens design. For example, for the ZEISS Office Lenses, if your patient needs something for 
using the computer and reading books, you should dispense an officelens Book as they will need a lens suitable for near activities. 

104

Maximum Intermediate Distance Technology by ZEISS
Enhanced vision at a glance

ZEISS offi celens Plus and ZEISS 

offi celens Superb designs are also 

available with a third Maximum 

Intermediate Distance (M.I.D.):

•  Lens type Book: This enhanced

reader lens provides clear vision from 

reading distance to a fi xed M.I.D. of 

100 cm.

•  Lens type Near: This offi celens       

provides clear vision from reading 

distance to a fi xed M.I.D. of 200 cm.

•  Lens type Room: This indoor         

progressive lens provides clear vision 

from reading distance up to a fi xed 

M.I.D. of 400 cm.

ZEISS offi celens Individual design 

has an individual M.I.D. which can be 

customised to the wearer´s needs in a 

range from 100 cm to 400 cm. The 

range of vision can be customised from 

the individual reading distance up to the 

individual M.I.D. of the wearer.

 400 cm 200 cm 100 cm Personal reading distance  0

aN (e.g. 38 cm)

M.I.D. 200 cm

M.I.D. 400 cm

Far distance Intermediate distance Near distance

From sharp & clear ...                 ... to undefi ned vision

ZEISS offi ce lenses – Possible working distances

Not to scale.

M.I.D. 100 cm

M.I.D. M.I.D. 

Near distanceNear distance

100 cm100 cm

Book

Near

Room

Reading

ZEISS officelens Plus and ZEISS officelens 
Superb designs are also available with a third 
Maximum Intermediate Distance (M.I.D.):

• Lens type Book: This enhanced reader lens 
provides clear vision from reading distance to a 
fixed M.I.D. of 100 cm. 

• Lens type Near: This officelens provides clear 
vision from reading distance to a fixed M.I.D. of 
200 cm. 

• Lens type Room: This indoor progressive lens 
provides clear vision from reading distance up to 
a fixed M.I.D. of 400 cm.

ZEISS officelens Individual design has an 
individual M.I.D. which can be customised to the 
wearer´s needs in a range from 100 cm to 400 cm. 
The range of vision can be customised from the 
individual reading distance up to the individual M.I.D. 
of the wearer.
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ZEISS Office Lenses
Which one do I choose?

officelens Room officelens Near officelens Book

Ordered DV Rx Reading Add DV Rx Reading Add DV Rx Reading Add

Rx Top DV +0.25 DV +0.50 DV+1.00

Rx Bottom Full prescribed Near Rx Full prescribed Near Rx Full prescribed Near Rx

Best for Shop floor Desk Space PC & NV

Suitable reading add Over +1.00 Over +1.25 Over +1.75
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ZEISS Technical  
Support Function
The ZEISS Customer Care Team are available for telephone 
consultation, deep dive analysis and product support.

The team can help:

• Identify the true root cause of all non-tolerance cases 

• Resolve issues successfully by understanding the patient 
adaption struggles and altering lens to suit 

We encourage deep dive analysis for all non-tolerance 
cases and will provide support for all such cases. Please 
return non-tolerance analysis cases via our Returns Process, 
using our Returns Form.



Carl Zeiss Vision UK Ltd
22 Gas Street
Birmingham, 
B1 2JT
UK

 
Fax: +44 (0)121 356 7678/9
Phone: +44 (0)845 300 77 88

www.zeiss.co.uk/vision
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